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8 Way Thinking at Geography Conference

Two of the university’s schools collaborated at the Geographical Association’s annual conference in 
Derby in April.

Steve Rawlinson, Principal Lecturer (Education) and Cath White (Senior Lecturer, Geography) 
presented a paper entitled ‘8 Way Thinking with i-Pods and New Technology’ in which they shared 
their experiences of using the technique with a variety of student groups ranging from children of 7 
to university undergraduates.

8 Way Thinking is a technique originally devised by Ian Gilbert to present a multi-dimensional 
snapshot of the people, places, history, sights, sounds and nature of locations on his voyage round 
Britain. Steve and Cath have been involved in a project first stimulated by the Geographical 
Association’s Living Geography Project to use this technique as a means of enabling students of all 
ages to build up a sense of place. Work has taken place over the past 4 years with a number of 
members of staff from both Northumbria and Newcastle Universities. Focussing on the Ouseburn 
Valley, and with the help and encouragement of the Education Officer for the valley, Alison 
Stancliffe, the approach has been refined and utilised by students from both universities and local 
school children. 

Feedback from participants has been extremely positive and staff involved have been enthusiastic 
that the method offers a logical and easily remembered way of engaging with a place. To this end 
the presentation made by Steve and Cath was ably illustrated by Lucie Chruszczewski, who is a 
graduate from GEMS and is currently a student on Northumbria’s Graduate Training Programme. 
Lucie very ably demonstrated how she had used the technique with her year 9 students from George 
Stephenson High School to further their understanding of the geography of crime. The children 
visited the Ouseburn Valley and using 8 way thinking assessed parts of the valley in terms of how 
safe they felt. Their observations were recorded using a variety of technologies including flip-cams 
and GPS. From this they built up a very accurate and perceptive safety assessment of the Valley. 
Lucie explained how this approach was valuable to the children not least because it addressed one 
of the key aims of the Every Child Matter agenda of enabling children to both assess and take steps 
to ensure their own safety. 

Cath described how she has extended the use of 8 Way thinking through linking it to podcasting.  
This enabled her first year geography and geography and sport students to engage with sense of 
place at Pitlochry. Podcasts produced by the students covered a variety of aspects of Pitlochry’s 
geography including the distillery, its thriving Eastern European community and its tourist industry 
which focuses on an Enchanted Forest to attract visitors during the winter months.  By bringing 8way 
thinking and podcasting techniques together students produce a fuller and more vivid portrait of 
Pitlochry. 
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The conference session, which was introduced by John Lyon, Programme Director for the GA, was 
well received and stimulated an interesting and thoughtful discussion which clearly showed that this 
technique of 8 Way Thinking has a myriad of applications.

Steve, Cath and Lucie have been asked by the GA to write up their work for all three of the 
association’s journals – Geography, Teaching Geography and Primary Geographer.


